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CORRECT INTERPRETATION OF THE WORD 

• RECAP OF FAITH

• THE WORD

• INTERPRETATION KEYS

• ADDITIONAL SELF STUDY NOTES



Central Theme

(AMPC) But without being perfect it is 
impossible to please and be satisfactory to Him. 
For whoever would come near to God must 
[necessarily] believe that God exists and that He 
is the rewarder of those who earnestly and
diligently seek Him [out].
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Central Theme

(AMPC) But without faith it is impossible to 
please and be satisfactory to Him. For whoever 
would come near to God must [necessarily] 
believe that God exists and that He is the 
rewarder of those who earnestly and diligently 
seek Him [out].



THE WORD 

• Why is there a need to correctly interpret scripture

• 2 Timothy 3:16 All scripture is given by inspiration of God and is

profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction for instruction

in righteousness

• 2 Peter 1:21 for prophesy never came by the will of man, but holy

men of God spoke as they were moved by the Holy Spirit

• 2 Timothy 2:15 be diligent to present yourself approved to God, a

worker who does not need to be ashamed, rightly dividing the

word of truth

• Psalm 119:160 The entirety of Your word is truth …



THE WORD 

• The Bible is a legal document and throughout the Bible there is
frequent use of legal terms and illustrations and much importance
is attached to these legal ideas

• The word “ testament “ is a legal term

• God speaks about His commandments as being “ laws “

• We are therefore reviewing a legal document not a morning paper
or storybook !!!!



KEYS OF INTERPRETATION OF THE WORD 

• There are a number of ways to interpret scripture and we will deal 
with four of these tonight :

• ARCHEOLOGICAL

• THEOLOGICAL

• THE COMPARATIVE 

• DEVOTIONAL STUDY  

• Each is appropriate, has its role, function and gives us an insight 
into the meaning and message of the word 



ARCHEOLOGICAL 

• We understand actions reported in the word ( Bible ) by examining
customs and folkways of the time

• It prevents us from reading causes and motives into Biblical characters
and we are inclined to read into them meanings that are not there

• The Bible is an accurate record historically in which we can have full
confidence

• Genesis 32-33 : Jacobs gift to Esau

• Acceptance of the gift brought a different sphere into the picture



THEOLOGICAL 

• We examine in this process what scripture reveals about God and
or His ways

• Genesis 25-36 : The central emphasis here is that God is working
out His promises to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Have a
generational affirmation by God

• Gen 26:3 : God's promise to Isaac

• Gen 26:24 : God’s confirmation of the covenant

• Gen 28:13 : Generational promise

• We are keeping the main emphasis in view



THE COMPARATIVE 

• In studying a certain section of scripture we examine other parts
of the Bible to find divine commentary

• There are both direct and indirect applications made in the Old
and the New Testaments of earlier incidents

• Romans chapter 9:

• Homework study : promise to Abraham was his seed would inherit
yet some were not included and some other included and some
even rejected. Find out why and is God unfair



DEVOTIONAL STUDY 

• In devotional study we fix on an incident and think about it,

asking ourselves “ what can I learn here about God’s ways of

working in my life “

• Our primary concern is personal application

• We see the experiences, mistakes, warnings, faith, faults of men

and women of the Bible and apply them to our personal lives by :

• OBSERVATION : Look for significant features, what is the

background of the incident. Who is involved. What is happening.

What are the relationships between people. Why are particular

choices made or actions taken



DEVOTIONAL STUDY 

• INTERPRETATION : Why did these events happen? What are the
results? What does the passage reveal about God and His ways?
What are the cause-effect relationships? What is the primary
message of the passage?

• APPLICATION : How am I like these people? What experiences of
mine are parallel? How can I profit from or be guided by what is
recorded?



Devotional Study Example 

• Genesis 25 : 29-34 Esau sells his birth right for a bowl of stew

• Esau set to inherit the birth right, a double portion of Isaac’s
possession plus the covenant promise of God

• He valued the present more than the future! Character revealed.
The flesh, not the spirit dominated

• How does his character traits and choices talk to me?

• Am I making the same choices, living the same life

• I need to make the right decisions. Have faith in God and His
promises over my life

• I don’t have to act like Jacob and steal the blessing



ADDITIONAL INTERPRETATION 
METHADOLOGIES \ PRINCIPLES 

• Definition : what does the word mean

• Usage : In what sense was the author using the word some possibilities; Literal.

Figurative. Allegorical. Symbolic. Typical and Prophetical

• Context : What is the meaning of the text immediately before and after the

phrase under study

• Historical background : Who wrote it, From where and when. For whom and why

was it written

• Logic : is my conclusion nonsense

• Precedent : Does my understanding of this word agree with the earlier studies

of others

• Unity : Does my interpretation do justice to both the Old and the New

Testaments



CLOSING COMMENTS 

• 2 Timothy 3 :16 All scripture is given by inspiration of 
God

• WE HAVE DIRECT ACCES TO THE AUTHOR AND 
INSPIRER OF THE WORD OF GOD

• How much better to ask the author for the revelation and 
understanding of what he wants to reveal and let the 
Holy Spirit bring you that revelation  



Topic title

• Welcome


